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Abstract
FGCJ is a minimal core calculus that extends Featherweight (generic) Java, FGJ,
with lambda expressions. It has been used to study properties of Simple Closure in
Java, including type safety and the abstraction property. Its formalization is based on
a reduction semantics and a typing system that extend those of FGJ. F is a source-tosource, translation rule system from Java 1.5 extended with lambda expressions back to
ordinary Java 1.5. It has been introduced to study implementation features of closures
in Java, including assignment of non local variables and relations with anonymous class
objects. In this paper we prove that the two semantics commute.

1

Introduction

In [BO10], we extend Featherweight Java [ABW01] with simple closures [BGR10] (Sclosure, for short). In that paper we define a minimal core calculus FGCJ to study
properties of S-closures in Java and we provide a reduction semantics, →, and prove
type safety and abstraction property for S-closures. In [BO09], we extend Java 1.5 with
S-closures. In that paper we provide a translation semantics, F, which translates Sclosures into objects of anonymous classes, built from single method interfaces. Based
on the translation semantics, we obtain an implementation of Java 1.5 with S-closures
by mapping, possibly through a preprocessor, programs of the extended language into
programs of ordinary Java 1.5.
In this paper, we prove that these two semantics commute. As a consequence, we
have that: (a) S-closures modelled in FGCJ are those considered in F; (b) S-closures
implemented in [BO09] satisfy the properties proved in [BO10]; (c) FGCJ and F are
a framework to study and implement closures in Java in the form of S-closures and
possibly, variants of them [Goe07]. To prove equivalence, we extend Featherweight Java,
FGJ, to cope with interfaces and anonymous classes, obtaining FGAJ as a minimal
core calculus for Java 1.5. We do the same for FGCJ obtaining FGACJ as a minimal
core calculus for Java 1.5 extended with S-closures, Section 2. We extend the reduction
semantics → on the new constructs and prove type safety for such extended calculi,
Section 3. We restrict the translation semantics F to translate from FGACJ onto FGAJ
and prove that the diagram in Fig. 1, commutes, Section 4.

2
2.1

Featherweight GACJ
Notation and General Conventions

In this paper we adopt the notation used in [ABW01], accordingly f is a shorthand for
a possibly empty sequence f1 , . . . , fn (and similarly for T, x, etc.) and M is a shorthand
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- e’∈ FGACJ
e∈ FGACJ

F
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F

?
F[[e]] ∈ FGAJ

→

?
- F[[e’]] ∈ FGAJ

Fig. 1. Commutation diagram

for M1 . . . Mn (with no commas) where n is the size |f|, respectively |M|, i.e. the number of
terms of the sequence. The empty sequence is ◦ and symbol ”,” denotes concatenation
of sequences. Operations on pairs of sequences are abbreviated in the obvious way C f
is C1 f1 , . . . , Cn fn and similarly C f; is C1 f1 ; . . . Cn fn ; and this.f = f; is a shorthand for this.f1 = f1 ; . . . this.fn = fn ; Sequences of field declarations, parameters
and method declaration cannot contain duplications. Cast, ( ) , and closure definition,
# , have lower precedence than other operators, and cast precedes closure definition.
Hence #()(this!()) can be written as #()this!(). The, possibly indexed and/or primed,
metavariables T, V, U, S, W range over type expressions; T ranges over type expressions
which are not closures; X, Y, Z range over type variables; N, P, Q range over class types;
C, D, E range over class names; f, g range over field names; e, v, d range over expressions; x, y range over variable names and M, K, L and m range respectively, over methods,
constructors, classes, and method names. [x/y]e denotes the result of replacing y by x
in e. Eventually F V (T) denotes the set of type variables in T.
2.2

Syntax

The abstract syntax of FGJ is at the beginning of Table1, followed by the syntactic
rules that extend FGJ with (generic) interfaces and anonymous class object creation,
defining language FGAJ. A type interface IhTi is an interface name I and a list T of the
type expressions that bind the type variables X of the interface declaration (see, rules
TFGAJ and LFGJ ). In Java, a type interface may have subtypes, moreover classes may
implement interfaces: We omit such features in FGAJ , since we consider interfaces only
in combination with the mechanism of anonymous class object creation. Analogously,
we omit the use of classes in anonymous class object creation and restrict it to only
interfaces (see, rule eFGAJ ). The use of classes, instead of interfaces, in anonymous class
object creation, is more heavy since it involves method overriding: whose formalization
requires additional rules. On the other hand, such complication is unnecessary for this
paper aim, since translation F does not use such feature, The syntax of S-closures is the
one adopted in [Rei09], it includes lambda expressions and function types, it is reported
in the third box of Table1 and extends FGJ in FGCJ defining the calculus studied
in [BO10]. Lambda expressions consist of closures whose body is an expression and of
closures whose body is a block: Since sequencing and assignment are omitted in FGJ
as well as in FGCJ, the body of a closure can only be an expression (see rule FFGCJ ).
Closure types extend types as rule TFGAJ shows. A closure type #T(T) specifies the type
sequence (T), possibly empty (standing for the type unit), of the arguments and the
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type T of the result. An example of closure is #(Integer x, Integer y) (x + y) which
has two arguments x and y, has body x + y, and type #Integer(Integer, Integer). No
new generic variables can be introduced when defining a closure (reasons can be found
in [Rei10]) but of course generic variables (introduced in class or method declarations)
can occur in the type expressions of the arguments or be used inside closure body.
Table 1 : Syntax
FGJ
T ::= X | N
N ::= ChTi
L ::= class ChX C Ni C N {T f; K M}
K ::= C(T f){super(f); this.f = f; }
M ::= hX C NiT m(T x){↑ e; }
e ::= x | e.f | e.mhTi(e) | new N(e) | (N)e

(TFGJ )
(NFGJ )
(LFGJ )
(KFGJ )
(MFGJ )
(eFGJ )

IA: Extensions for Interfaces and Anonymous Class Objects
T ::= IhTi
L ::= interface I hX C Ni{H}
H ::= hX C NiT m(T x)
e ::= new IhTi() {M}

(TFGAJ )
(LFGAJ )
(HFGAJ )
(eFGAJ )

Cl: Extensions for Closures
T ::= #T(T)
e :: F | e ! (e)
F ::= #(T x)e

(TFGCJ )
(eFGCJ )
(FFGCJ )

FGAJ = FGJ + IA
FGACJ = FGJ + IA + Cl
FGCJ = FGJ + Cl
Eventually, at the bottom of Table1, the syntactic structure of the various calculi,
considered in the paper, is resumed. For space convenience, the reduction rules of the
semantics as well as the typing rules are not given in separate tables for each calculus.
In fact, since compositionality of the semantics (we use), the rules of the various constructs are the same in all calculi containing such a construct. However, for the reader
convenience, in all tables, but Table 3, the rules for each calculus, FGJ, FGAJ, FGCJ,
FGACJ, have a label which is indexed by the name of the minimal calculus including
the construct, involved in the rule. Note that ChTi include Object(since T may be the
empty sequence and C may be Object) hence generic variables in classes and methods
can be instantiated with types T that include interfaces or closures.
2.3

Semantics: Reduction

The reduction semantics is given through the inference rules in Table 2, which define
the reduction relation e −→ e0 that says that “expression e reduces to expression e0 in
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one step”. The set of expressions which cannot be further reduced is the set of normal
forms and constitute values of the calculus. In FGACJ values are objects, constructed
out of an anonymous or named class, and of closures. Hence the grammatical category
v defines the syntactic form of the values (domain) of the calculus FGACJ:
v ::= new N(v)
| new IhTi(){M}
| #(T x)e
Table 2: Computation
Computation
fields(N) = T f
(new N(e)).fi −→ ei
mbody(mhVi, N) = x.e
(new N(e)).mhVi(d) −→ [d/x, new N(e)/this]e
∅ ` N<:P
(P)(new N(e)) −→ new N(e)
#(T x)e!(d) −→ [d/x, #(T x)e/this]e
mbody(mhVi, new IhTi(){M}) = x.e
(new IhTi(){M}).mhVi(d) −→ [d/x, new IhTi(){M}/this]e

(GR-FieldFGJ )

(GR-InvkFGJ )

(GR-CastFGJ )
(GR-Inv-ClosFGCJ )
(GR-Invk-AnonymFGAJ )

Congruence
e0 −→ e00
e0 .f −→ e00 .f
e0 −→ e00
e0 .mhTi(e) −→ e00 .mhTi(e)
ei −→ e0i
e0 .mhTi(. . . , ei , . . .) −→ e0 .mhTi(. . . , e0i . . .)
ei −→ e0i
new N(. . . , ei , . . .) −→ new N(. . . , e0i , . . .)
e −→ e0
(N)e −→ (N)e0
e −→ e0
#(T x)e −→ #(T x)e0
e −→ e0
e!(e) −→ e0 !(e)
ei −→ e0i
e!(. . . , ei , . . .) −→ e!(. . . , e0i , . . .)

(GRC-FieldFGJ )

(GRC-T-InvFGJ )

(GRC-Inv-ArgFGJ )

(GRC-NewFGJ )

(GRC-CastFGJ )

(GRC-Clos-ValFGCJ )

(GRC-Inv-ClosFGCJ )

(GRC-Clos-ArgFGCJ )
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This structure of values results from the reduction rules of the calculus. The rules indexed
by FGJ are the same as those of calculus FGJ introduced in [ABW01], and those indexed
by FGCJ are the same as those of the calculus FGCJ introduced in [BO10]. In particular,
they include rule GR-Invk-Clos that reduces a closure invocation replacing it by the
closure body in which the formal parameters are replaced by the corresponding actual
ones, and this is replaced by the closure itself, thus allowing recursive closures.

Table 3: Classes and Interfaces
Subclassing
CED

CEC

class ChX C Ni C D {S f; K M}

DEE

CEE

CED

Auxiliary functions
fields(Object) = ◦
class ChX C Ni C N {S f; K M}

(F-Object)

fields([T/X]N) = U g

(F-Class)

fields(ChTi) = U g, [T/X]S f
class ChX C Ni C N {S f; K M}

hY C PiU m (U x){↑ e; } ∈ M

(MT-Class)

mtype(m, ChTi) = [T/X](hY C PiU → U)
class ChX C Ni C N {S f; K M}

m 6∈ M

(MT-Super)

mtype(m, ChTi) = mtype(m, [T/X]N)
interface IhX C Ni {H}

hY C PiU m(U x) ∈ H

mtype(m, IhTi) = [T/X](hY C PiU → U)
class ChX C Ni C N {S f; K M}

(MT-Interface)

hY C PiU m (U x){↑ e; } ∈ M

(MB-Class)

mbody(mhVi, ChTi) = x.[T/X, V/Y]e
class ChX C Ni C N {S f; K M}

m 6∈ M

(MB-Super)

mbody(mhVi, ChTi) = mbody(mhVi, [T/X]N)
interface IhX C Ni {...}

hY C PiU m (U x){↑ e; } ∈ M

mbody(mhVi, new IhTi(){M}) = x.[T/X, V/Y]e

(MB-Interface)

Auxiliary predicates
override(m, Object, hY C PiT → T0 )

(Over-Object)

mtype(m, N) = hZ C QiU → U0 implies
((P, T) = [Y/Z](Q, U) and Y<:P ` T0 <:[Y/Z]U0 )

(Over)

override(m, N, hY C PiT → T0 )
DCast
dcast(C, D)

dcast(D, E)

dcast(C, E)

class ChX C Ni C DhTi {. . .}
dcast(C, D)

X = F V (T)

(DCast)
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Table 4: Typing Rules
∆; Γ ` x : Γ (x)
∆; Γ ` e0 : T0

fields(bound∆ (T0 )) = T f

∆; Γ ` e0 .fi : Ti
mtype(m, bound∆ (T0 )) = hY C PiU → U
∆; Γ ` e0 : T0
∆ ` V ok
∆ ` V<:[V/Y]P
∆; Γ ` e : S
∆ ` S<:[V/Y]U
∆; Γ ` e0 .mhVi(e) : [V/Y]U
mtype(m, IhTi) = hY C PiU → U
∆; Γ ` e0 : IhTi
∆ ` V ok
∆ ` V<:[V/Y]P
∆ ` S<:[V/Y]U
∆; Γ ` e : S
∆; Γ ` e0 .mhVi(e) : [V/Y]U
∆ ` N ok
fields(N) = T f
∆; Γ ` e : S
∆ ` S<:T

∆; Γ ` M OK IN IhTi

∆ ` bound∆ (T0 )<:N

∆ ` N ok
∆ ` N <: bound∆ (T0 )
bound∆ (T0 ) = DhTi
dcast(C, D)
∆; Γ ` (N)e0 : N

N = ChTi

∆; Γ ` e0 : T0
∆ ` N ok
bound∆ (T0 ) = DhUi
CE
6 D

DE
6 C

∆; Γ ` (N)e0 : N
∆ ` T ok

∆; Γ, x : T, this : #T(T) ` e : T
∆; Γ ` #(T x) e : #T(T)

∆; Γ ` e : #T(T)

∆; Γ ` e : S

∆; Γ ` e!(e) : T

(GT-InvFGJ )

(GT-AnonymInvFGAJ )

(GT-UCastFGJ )

∆; Γ ` (N)e0 : N
∆; Γ ` e0 : T0
N = ChTi

(GT-FieldFGJ )

(GT-AnonymNewFGAJ )

∆; Γ ` new IhTi(){M} : IhTi
∆; Γ ` e0 : T0

(GT-VarFGJ )

(GT-NewFGJ )

∆; Γ ` new N(e) : N
∆ ` IhTi ok
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∆ ` S<:T

(GT-DCastFGJ )

(GT-SCastFGJ )

(GT-closureFGCJ )

(GT-Closure-InvFGCJ )

We have only one new rule, GR-Invk-AnonymFGAJ , which is indexed by FGACJ and
gives the semantics of invocation with anonymous class objects. The rule is similar to
the one of method invocation with object of named classes. In fact, the two kinds of
invocation may be formulated similarly provided that the auxiliary functions mtype and
mbody, introduced in Table3, are suitably extended to select the type and the body
of anonymous class objects (see rules MT-Interface and MB-Interface). Moreover,
since anonymous class object creation is formulated as a new expression that extends
the calculus FGJ (resp. FGCJ), the rules of congruence of [ABW01] (resp. [BO10]) are
unchanged.
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Semantics: Typing

The typing rules are given through inference rules that use two different kinds of environment, ∆ (for type variables) and Γ (for value variables), and five different typing
judgements: one for each different term structure of the language. A (well formed) type
environment ∆ is a mapping from type variables to (well formed, in ∆) types written
as a list of X<:T, meaning that type variable X must be bound to a subtype of type
T: ∆(X) = T if ∆ contains X<:T, undefined otherwise (i.e. X ∈
/ dom(∆)). An environment Γ is a mapping from variables to types written as a list of x : T meaning that
“x has type T”: Γ (x) = T if Γ contains x : T, undefined otherwise (i.e. x ∈
/ dom(Γ )).
When needed and without loss of generality, variable renaming is used to avoid name
collision among environment bindings. The judgement for a (generic) type T (see Table
5) has the form ∆ ` T ok meaning that “T is a well-formed type in the (well formed)
type environment ∆”. The typing judgements for subtyping (see Table 5) has the form
∆ ` S<:T meaning that “S is a subtype of T in ∆”. The judgement for classes (see
rule GT-ClassFGJ in Table 4a) has the form C OK meaning that “C is well typed”.
The typing judgements for methods (see GT-MethodFGJ in Table 4a) has the form
M OK IN C meaning that “M is well typed when its declaration occurs in class C”. The
judgement for expressions (see the rules of Table 4) has the form ∆; Γ ` e : T meaning that expression e has type T in the typing environment ∆ and in the (variable)
environment Γ . The typing rules are contained in Table 4 and extends those of FGJ.
Two rules have been added for closure construction and closure invocation. Such rules
simply assert the correctness of the involved types. Four rules have been added for typing (GT-AnonymInvFGAJ ), judgement OK (GT-InterfaceFGAJ ), judgement OK IN
(GT-InterfFGAJ , GT-AnonymFGAJ ). The rules for subtypes and wellformed types are
reported in Table 5.
Table 4a: Typing Rules
Classes, Interfaces, Methods
∆ = X<:N, Y<:P
∆ ` T, T, P ok
∆ ` S<:T
∆; x : T, this : ChXi ` e0 : S
class ChX C Ni C N{...}
override(m, N, hY C PiT → T)
hY C PiT m(T x){↑ e0 ; } OK IN ChX C Ni
Y<:P, X<:N ` T, T, P ok
hY C PiT m(T x) OK IN IhX C Ni
∆0 = ∆, X<:N, Y<:P
∆0 ; Γ, x : T, this : IhVi ` e0 : S
∆0 ` T, T, P ok
∆0 ` V<:[V/X]N
∆0 ` S<:T
interface IhX C Ni{H}
hY C PiT m(T x) ∈ H
∆; Γ ` hY C PiT m(T x){↑ e0 ; } OK IN IhVi
X <: N ` N, N, T ok
M OK IN ChX C Ni
f ields(N) = U g
K = C(U g, T f){super(g); this.f = f; }
class ChX C Ni C N{T f; K M} OK
X <: N ` N ok

H OK IN IhX C Ni

interface IhX C Ni{H} OK

(GT-MethodFGJ )

(GT-HeaderFGAJ )

(GT-AnonymFGAJ )

(GT-ClassFGJ )

(GT-InterfFGAJ )
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Table 5: Subtypes
Subtypes
bound∆ (X) = ∆(X)

(B-VarFGJ )

bound∆ (N) = N

(B-ClassFGJ )

∆ ` T <: T

(S-ReflFGJ )

∆ ` S <:T

∆ ` T<:U

(S-TransFGJ )

∆ ` S <: U
∆ ` ChTi <: [T/X]N

(S-VarFGJ )

class ChX C Ni C N{. . .}

(S-ClassFGJ )

∆ ` ChTi <: [T/X]N
Well-formed types
∆ ` Object ok

(WF-ObjectFGJ )

X ∈ dom(∆)

(WF-VarFGJ )

∆ ` X ok
class ChX C Ni C N{. . .}

∆ ` T ok

∆ ` T<:[T/X]N

∆ ` ChTi ok
interface IhX C Ni{. . .}

∆ ` T ok

∆ ` IhTi ok
∆ ` T ok

∆ ` T ok

∆ ` #T(T) ok

3

∆ ` T<:[T/X]N

(WF-ClassFGJ )

(WF-InterfFGAJ )

(WF-ClosureFGCJ )

Properties

Semantics is useful to prove language properties: We extend to FGACJ type soundness
and backward compatibility already proved for FGJ [ABW01] and for FGCJ [BO10].
Then, we extend to FGACJ the closure abstraction property already proved for FGCJ
[BO11b]. All Lemma and Theorem proofs can be found in the paper extended version
[BO11c].
Theorem 1 (Progress). Suppose e is a well-typed expression. If e includes as a subexpression:
1. new N(e).f then f ields(N) = T f, for some T and f, and f ∈ f.
2. new N(e).mhVi(d) then mbody(mhVi, N) = x.e0 , for some x and e0 , and |x| = |d|.
3. new IhTi(){M}.mhVi(d) then mbody(mhVi, new IhTi(){M}) = x.e0 , for some x and e0 ,
and |x| = |d|.

4. F!(d) then F = #(T x) e0 , for some T, x and e0 , and |x| = |d|.
Theorem 2 (Type Soundness). If ∅; ∅ `FGACJ e : T and e →∗FGACJ e0 with e0 a
normal form, then e0 is a value w with ∅; ∅ `FGACJ w : S and ∅ `FGACJ S<:T
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Theorem 3 (Abstraction Property). Let ∆ `FGACJ T ok, H[•] be any context,
G[•] be any context of type (Γ, T)1 and with no free occurrences of this. Let e2 be any
expression such that its free variables are not bound in e1 ≡ G[e2 ] (but possibly, in H[•]).
Then H[(#(T x)G[x])!(e2 )] ≈ H[e1 ], for any fresh variable x.

Theorem 4 (Backward compatibility). If an FGACJ program is well typed under
the FGCJ rules it is also well typed under the FGACJ rules. Moreover, for all FGCJ
programs e and e0 (whether well typed or not) e →FGACJ e0 ⇐⇒ e →FGACJ e0 . 

4

The Translation Semantics of Java Simple Closures

The translation semantics F[[]]τ of S-closures has been defined in [BO11b], it is based
on the structures of interfaces, anonymous classes, and classes (of variable objects) and
translates S-closures into a composition of such structures. In this paper, we simplifies
F[[]]τ in order to apply it to FGACJ, instead of Java 1.5 extended with S-closures and
to translate onto FGAJ instead of ordinary Java 1.5. FGACJ (resp FGAJ) is used as
a minimal core calculus for Java 1.5 extended with closures (resp. ordinary Java 1.5),
to formalize the translation semantics of closures with anonymous class objects. It is
shown in Fig. 2, where J is a syntactic projection of Java 1.5 onto FGAJ.
e∈ Java1.5E

F

J

- e’∈ Java1.5

J

?
J(e)∈ FGACJ

F

?
- J(e’)∈ FGAJ

Fig. 2. FGACJ is a Minimal Core Calculus for Translation F on Java 1.5 with S-Closures

A first and most evident simplification, is the elimination of parameter τ . In the
original translation τ contained bindings for Java variables, which are not present in
FGACJ 2 . In Table 6 we report the definition of F[[]] restricted to FGACJ. The inference
rules of the definition are written following the compact notation used in [BO11a],
however:
F[[U ]] = L0 with U ≡ L
1

2

and C1 , ..., Cn

stands for:

C1 , ..., Cn , Z1 , ..., Zk
L →F L0Z

A context of type (Γ, T) is any context H[•], in FGCJ, such that ∆; Γ, x : T ` H[x] : S for some
∆ ` T ok and type S, and fresh variable x[BO11b]. The self reference this occurs bound,
in a context (or an expression), only when it occurs inside a closure or a method defined in
such a context (or expression). In all the other cases, this occurs free.
FGACJ contains parameters and class fields whose life cycle is different from the one of
non-local variables [BO11a]
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where: U ranges over the syntactic domains of the language, L ∈ UFGACJ (i.e. syntactic
domain U of FGACJ), L0 ∈ UFGAJ (i.e. domain U of language FGAJ), premises Ci are
judgments (possibly including typing judgments), →F is the translation judgement.
Table 6: F[[]] Translation Semantics
Translation Rules
1t. F[[T]] = T
2t. F[[T]] = I$nhF[[S]]F[[S]]i
3t. F[[T]] = AhF[[T]]i

with T ≡ X
with T ≡ #S(S), n = |T| + 1
with T ≡ AhTi, (A ≡ C or A ≡ I)

1l. F[[L]] = class ChX C F[[N]]i C F[[N]] {
F[[T]] f; F[[K]]F[[M]]}
2l. F[[L]] = interface IhX C F[[N]]i{F[[H]]}

with L ≡ class ChX C Ni C N {T f; K M}

k. F[[K]] = C(F[[T]] f){super(f); this.f = f; }

with C(T f){super(f); this.f = f; }

with L ≡ interface I hX C Ni{H}

m. F[[M]] = hX C F[[N]]i F[[ T ]] m(F[[ T ]] x){F[[↑ e]]} with M ≡ hX C NiT m(T x){↑ e}
h. F[[H]] = hX C F[[N]]i F[[ T ]] m(F[[ T ]] x)
1e.
2e.
3e.
4e.
5e.
6e.
7e.

F[[e]] =
F[[e]] =
F[[e]] =
F[[e]] =
F[[e]] =
F[[e]] =
F[[e]] =

x
F[[e0 ]].f
F[[e0 ]].mhF[[T]]i(F[[e]])
new F[[N]](F[[e]])
(F[[N]])(F[[e0 ]])
F[[e0 ]].invoke(F[[e]])
new I$nhF[[ T ]]F[[ T ]]i(){
F[[T]] invoke(F[[T]] x){↑ F [[e0 ]]}}
8e. F[[e]] = new IhF[[T]]i(){F[[M]]}
Translation Structures
interface I$nhX, X C Object, Object

with H ≡ hX C NiT m(T x)
e≡x
e ≡ e0 .f
e ≡ e0 .mhTi(e)
e ≡ new N(e)
e ≡ (N)e0
e ≡ e0 !(e)
e ≡ #(T x)e0 , n = |T| + 1
and ∆; Γ ` e : #T(T)
with e ≡ new IhTi(){M}

with
with
with
with
with
with
with

i{X invoke(X x)}

with n = |X, X|

Eventually, let F[[l1 ]],..,F[[lk ]] be all the translated forms occurring in L0 (with k=0
when none occurs). Then, L0Z is L0 where F[[li ]] is replaced by li0 , for each i ∈ [1..k], and
Zi ≡ li →F li0 .
Translation F[[]] assigns meaning to closures by mapping closures of FGACJ into
method objects of FGAJ (F-rule 7e), type closures of FGACJ into FGAJ interfaces for
method objects (F-rule 2t), and closure invocation of FGACJ into FGAJ invocations
of the method wrapped in the method object associated to the closure (F-rule 6e). The
remaining F-rules express a sort of congruence of the rules above and allow to apply
such rules in each subterm of the translated FGACJ program.
Our final goal here is to prove that the two semantics (reduction and translation
semantics) commute. This is expressed primarily by Theorem 6 and also by Theorem 5.
For technical convenience, we extend F to the value variable environment Γ : for each
Γ , F[[Γ ]] is the environment that for each variable x, F[[Γ ]](x) = F[[Γ (x)]]. Moreover,
we write `FGAJ if derivation ` uses only rules of the calculus FGAJ. We write `FGACJ if
derivation uses, in addition, rules of the calculus FGCJ.
Theorem 5 (Typing Preservation). Let ∆; Γ `FGACJ e : T. Then, ∆; F[[Γ ]] `FGAJ
F[[e]] : F[[T]]. Moreover, let P be any well typed FGACJ program, i.e. A OK for each class
and interface A of P. Then, F[[P ]] is a well typed program in FGAJ.
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Proof By induction on typing derivation and case analysis on the last rule used. We
show only one most intriguing case GT-closureFGCJ
T ≡ #T0 (T)
e ≡ #(T x) e0
∆0 ` T ok and ∆0 ; Γ0 , x : T, this : #T0 (T) ` e0 : T0
By Lemma 1, ∆0 ` F[[T]] ok. By induction, ∆0 ; F[[Γ0 ]], x : F[[T]], this : F[[#T0 (T)]] `
F[[e0 ]] : F[[T0 ]], where, by F-rule 2t, F[[#T0 (T)]]=I$nhF[[T]]F[[T0 ]]i. Using GT-AnonymFGAJ
and letting, ∆ ≡ ∆0 , Γ ≡ Γ0 , N ≡ Object (Y ≡ ◦ ≡ P be the empty sequence),
V ≡ F[[T]]F[[T0 ]], m ≡ invoke, I ≡ I$n (as defined in Table 6 - translation Structures),
we obtain:
∆0 ; Γ0 ` M OK IN IhF[[T]]F[[T0 ]]i,
for M ≡ F[[T0 ]] invoke(F[[T]] x){↑ F[[e0 ]]; }. Using GT-AnonymNewFGAJ and letting,
M ≡ M, we obtain:
∆0 ; Γ0 ` new IhF[[T]]F[[T0 ]]i(){M}: IhF[[T]]F[[T0 ]]i
By F-rule 7e, new IhF[[T]]F[[T0 ]]i(){M} = F[[#(T x) e0 ]], and by F-rule 2t, IhF[[T]]F[[T0 ]]i =
F[[#T0 (T)]]: This concludes the case

Theorem 6 (Execution Preservation). Let ∆; Γ `FGACJ e : T and e →FGACJ e0 . Then,
F[[e]] →FGAJ F[[e0 ]]

Proof The proof is given by case analysis on the last rule used in the computation.
Due to space restrictions, we show here only the GR-Inv-ClosFGCJ case which is most
meaningful one:
e ≡ #(T x)e0 !(d)
e0 ≡ [d/x, #(T x)e0 /this]e0
Assuming: ∆; Γ `FGACJ #(T x)e0 !(d) : T, for some ∆, Γ and T. Then:
By F-rule 6e, F[[#(T x)e0 !(d)]] = F[[#(T x)e0 ]].invoke(F[[d]]), and by F-rule 7e,
F[[#(T x)e0 ]] = new I$nhF[[ T ]]F[[ T0 ]]i(){M}
for n = |T| + 1 and ∆; Γ ` #(T x)e0 : #T0 (T) and M ≡ F[[T0 ]] invoke(F[[T]] x){↑ F[[e0 ]]}
(with T0 ≡ T, since the assumption on the type of e);
By MB-Interface, letting A≡ new I$nhF[[ T ]]F[[ T ]]i(){M}, we have
mbody(invoke, A) = x.F[[e0 ]]
By GR-Invk-AnonymFGAJ , on the transformed terms:
A.invoke(F[[d]]) → [F[[d]]/x, A/this]F[[e0 ]]
that we can apply since, by Theorem 7, A, F[[T]], F[[T]], F[[d]], F[[e0 ]] are terms of FGAJ,
and by Theorem 5, are all well typed terms. It concludes the case.

Theorem 7 (F[[]] is Idempotent). Let u ∈ FGACJ. Then F[[F[[u]]]]=F[[u]]



Lemma 1 (F[[]] Preserves Types Structure). (a) If ∆ ` T <: U, then ∆ ` F[[T]] <: F[[U]].
(b) If ∆ ` T ok, then ∆ ` F[[T]] ok.
Example 1. Consider a program with two classes (of FGAJ, for simplicity):
class A {Object x; A (Object x){super(x); this.x=x;}}
class B {Object x; B (Object x){super(x); this.x=x;}}
Let e ≡ (#(B x)(new A(x)))!(new B(new Object())) be an expression (of FGACJ)
for the program.: Reducing e and then translating, elsewhere translating e and then
reducing, yield the same term.
reduction e →FGACJ
e →GR−Inv−ClosFGCJ [new B(new Object())/x] new A(x)
≡ new A(new B(new Object()))
translation F[[e]]
F[[#A(B x)(new A x)!(new B(new Object))]]
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=F[[#A(B x)(new A x)]].invoke(F[[new B(new Object())]]
=new I$1 <B, A> (){F[[A invoke(B x){new A(x)}]].invoke(F[[new B(new Object())]])
=new I$1 <B, A> (){F[[A invoke(B x){new A(x)}]]}.invoke(new B(new Object()))
=new I$1 <B, A> (){A invoke(B x){↑ new A(x)}}.invoke(new B(new Object ()))
reduction F[[e]] →FGAJ
new I$1 <B, A> (){A invoke(B x){↑ new A(x)}}
.invoke(new B(new Object ())) →GR−Invk−AnonymFGAJ
[new B(new Object())/x)]new A(x)
≡ new A(new B(new Object()))
where, I$1 is the following interface: interface I$1hT1,Ti{T invoke(T1 x);}.

5

Conclusions

We proved that the reduction semantics defined for closures in the Straw-man proposal
version and the translation semantics F[[P ]] commute preserving typing and computation. The translation semantics required interfaces and anonymous objects hence we
have extended the minimal core calculus, FGCJ with such features, in a minimal version and have proved that the semantics properties, type safety and abstraction are also
preserved. Open problems and interesting questions that deserve further investigation
are closure conversion and contro-covariance. In [BO11b], we proved type soundness
for contra-covariant S-closures, but since contraco-variance conflicts with interface subtyping properties of Java, it has been eliminated in this version.
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